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Abstract
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This paper presents Ursa, a hybrid block store that provides
virtual disks for various applications to run efficiently on
cloud VMs. Trace analysis shows that the I/O patterns served
by block storage have limited locality to exploit. Therefore,
instead of using SSDs as a cache layer, Ursa proposes an SSDHDD-hybrid storage structure that directly stores primary
replicas on SSDs and replicates backup replicas on HDDs,
using journals to bridge the performance gap between SSDs
and HDDs. Ursa integrates the hybrid structure with designs
for high reliability, scalability, and availability. Experiments
show that Ursa in its hybrid mode achieves almost the same
performance as in its SSD-only mode (storing all replicas
on SSDs), and outperforms other block stores (Ceph and
Sheepdog) even in their SSD-only mode while achieving
much higher CPU efficiency (performance per core). We also
discuss some practical issues in our deployment.
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1

Introduction

In recent years, we see a trend of traditional desktop [19] and
server [74] applications migrating to the cloud. These applications run inside VMs seamlessly with virtual disks that are
backed by remote block storage, such as Amazon EBS (Elastic
Block Service) [3], Microsoft Azure Storage [5], OpenStack
Cinder [18], Alibaba Storage [13], and Tencent QCloud [20].
However, the I/O patterns and consistency requirements of
these traditional applications are different from cloud-native
applications that adopt specific programming models and
paradigms such as MapReduce [47] and RDD [100]. The
discrepancies make it difficult for the migrated applications
to enjoy the high performance of cloud storage. Although
recent advances have largely improved the throughput of
virtual disks, e.g., Blizzard exploits disk parallelism [74], it is
still challenging to satisfy the requirements of cloud virtual
disks in high performance at low cost.
The traces from both existing work [77] and our production block store demonstrate two characteristics (detailed in
§2) of the workloads from migrated applications. First, small
I/O is dominant in these applications, with occasional large
sequential I/O. Second, both reads and writes have limited
locality perceived by the block storage.
Since small I/O is dominant in the migrated applications,
the performance of block storage is largely determined by the
performance of small reads/writes, making SSDs (solid state
drives) preferable to HDDs (hard disk drives) in building
block storage. However, the much higher price and energy
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cost of SSDs [83] make it too expensive for a large fraction
of customers to store all block replicas on SSDs. The limited locality suggests that solutions using SSDs as a cache
layer [66] are ineffective in accelerating I/O of the migrated
applications because of both the high cache miss ratio and
the huge SSD-HDD performance gap. As discussed in [101],
even a 1% cache miss ratio might degrade the average I/O
performance by a factor of 10, considering that high-end
SSDs are three orders of magnitude faster than HDDs in
both latency and IOPS. Further, using SSDs as a cache layer
helps little in improving tail latency, which is particularly
important for cloud storage for guaranteeing SLA [50]. An
additional cache layer also makes block storage highly prone
to consistency problems [82], such as the severe outage in
Facebook’s service due to cache misconfiguration [23].
Based on these observations, we propose an SSD-HDDhybrid storage structure (§3.2) that stores primary replicas on SSDs and replicates backup replicas on HDDs, so
as to achieve I/O performance similar to SSDs but at cost
comparable to HDDs. To address the challenge of the huge
performance gap between primary SSDs and backup HDDs
for random small writes, we design journals that bridge the
SSD/HDD performance gap by transforming the dominant
random small backup writes into sequential journal appends,
which are then asynchronously replayed and merged to
backup HDDs. For efficiency, occasional large sequential
writes are directly performed on backup HDDs (bypassing
journals). We adopt this hybrid structure to design Ursa,
a high-performance and low-cost block store that provides
efficient virtual disks for cloud VMs. This paper makes the
following contributions.
First, it presents the design of an SSD-HDD-hybrid block
storage system. To address the complexity of locating backup
data due to the combination of journal appending (for small
backup writes) and replica copying (for large backup writes),
we design an efficient LSMT (log-structured merge-tree) [84]
based index structure for journals (§3.3); this structure supports fast journal queries for (i) quick invalidation of stale
journal appends and (ii) fast reads of journal data during
failure recovery.
Second, we systematically exploit multi-level parallelisms
in Ursa (§3.4), mainly including (i) on-disk parallel I/O, (ii)
inter-disk striping, out-of-order execution, and out-of-order
completion, and (iii) in-network pipelining, so as to improve
Ursa’s IOPS and throughput performance.
Third, we design Ursa’s Replication Protocol (§4.1) to satisfy the strong consistency (linearizability) [58] requirement
for migrated desktop and server applications [74]. We also
design rich-featured client (§5.1) and efficient mechanisms
for online component upgrade (§5.2).
Experiments show that Ursa in its hybrid mode provides
almost the same performance as in its SSD-only mode (storing all replicas on SSDs), and outperforms state-of-the-art
open-source block stores (Ceph [98] and Sheepdog [17]) even
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Figure 1. CDF of I/O block sizes. Note that HDDs support
512-byte sectors in physical or emulated modes [7].
in their SSD-only mode while achieving much higher CPU
efficiency (IOPS and throughput per core). Real-world deployment shows that Ursa has similar or better performance
compared to commercial SSD-only block storage services
(Amazon AWS [3] and Tencent QCloud [20]) while using
much fewer SSDs.

2

Motivation

To understand the I/O patterns of traditional desktop and
server applications served by block storage, we analyze the
traces [77] of Microsoft’s block storage service gathered
below the filesystem cache and capturing all the block-level
reads and writes performed over one week by different
applications on different volumes. We first calculate the
cumulative distribution of all I/O block sizes. The result
shown in Fig. 1 indicates that more than 70% of I/O sizes are at
most 8KB, and almost all I/O sizes do not exceed 64KB.1 This
implies that small I/O sizes are dominant for block storage
when serving desktop/server applications.
Because HDDs are extremely slow for random small I/O,
SSDs are gaining increasing popularity for building highperformance storage systems [27, 28, 48, 49, 69]. Traditional
SATA SSDs outperform HDDs by more than two orders of
magnitude in IOPS and I/O latency, as well as by several times
in throughput for random small I/O workloads, while even
faster PCI-Express (PCIe) SSDs have already been widely
used for high-end storage. Besides, SSDs also have much
lower failure rate than HDDs (owing to the lack of mechanical movement) [24] and have similar median lifespans (of
about 5 years) as HDDs [22, 78].
The main drawback of SSDs is the much higher price and
energy usage per bit compared to HDDs [83], making it
too expensive for many customers to adopt SSD-only block
storage with n-way replication2 (storing all the n replicas on
1 There

do exist some block reads/writes with sizes larger than 64KB, but
the ratio is very small.
2 In n-way replication, the block storage system stores n replicas for
each data chunk. Chunks are fixed-size (normally 64MB) data blocks for
organizing the data of virtual disks.
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Figure 2. Cache hit ratio for reads in block storage.
SSDs). A possible solution is to use RAM-/SSD-based cache
between clients and the primary storage [66] to mitigate
the performance inefficiency of HDDs. However, cache has
proven to have little effect in absorbing writes [30, 77]. Our
analysis of the effect of cache of block storage in absorbing
reads reaches similar conclusions. We replay the per volume
traces [77] against a simulated cache in the write-back mode.
We simplify the simulation by assuming an unlimited cache
size (to avoid overflows) as well as an infinite write-back
speed (to keep cached blocks always clean). The cache hit
ratio in practice is lower than in our simulation, because
HDDs have limited cache size and relatively-low write-back
speed.
Fig. 2 depicts the 17 traces that have low cache hit ratios
(less than 75%) of reads. Nearly half of the total 36 traces [77]
have low cache hit ratios because large amounts of data
blocks are read only once. The cache hit ratios would be
even lower in realistic scenario with a limited cache size
because eviction policies could potentially evict some hot
data.
Considering the 2∼3 orders of magnitude performance
gap between SSDs and HDDs, even a small miss ratio would
dramatically degrade the I/O performance. Further, an additional cache layer would significantly complicate consistency
issues [23, 82]. In addition, the uncertainty of cache hit ratio
prevents cloud vendors from providing clear SLAs (servicelevel agreements) to their customers, which are critical for
business.
Therefore, in this paper we design an SSD-HDD-hybrid
block storage structure, which directly stores primary replicas on SSDs and copies backup replicas on HDDs. All client
reads are (normally) served by the primary replicas on SSDs,
so there are no cache misses at all. A direct challenge for
the hybrid structure is the huge performance gap in random
small writes between primary SSDs and backup HDDs: if
every write had to be copied to the corresponding backup
HDDs before returning, then the SSD-HDD-hybrid structure

Figure 3. Ursa architecture. Clients are a portal providing
the block interface to VMMs (virtual machine monitors).

would have little effect, because the write performance would
always be bounded by the backup HDDs.
To address this problem, we propose to use journals to
transform random backup writes to journal appends, which
are asynchronously replayed and merged to the backup
HDDs. The journals amortize the backup load and make
it sustainable for backup HDDs. Although the long-term
average performance of random writes is still bounded by the
speed of journal replay (to the backup HDDs), in practice the
client-perceived performance of random small writes could
be as high as the journal’s sequential write performance.

3

Design

3.1 Architecture Overview
As shown in Fig. 3, an Ursa block store consists of (i) chunk
servers storing primary/backup data chunks, (ii) clients serving as portals providing block interface for VMs to read/write
data, and (iii) a master managing the cluster.
Chunk server. A data chunk has one primary replica and
multiple backup replicas for durability, which are stored
on different machines. Each machine installs multiple SSDs
and HDDs, and runs both primary (chunk) servers storing
primary replicas on SSDs and backup (chunk) servers storing
backup replicas on HDDs.
Client. VMMs access the block storage using clients as a
portal via the NBD (network block device) protocol [15].
Clients interact with the master for metadata queries and
management requests (such as virtual disk creation, opening,
and deletion). The interactions between clients and chunk
servers are designed to be stateless, because otherwise it
would be complex and error-prone to maintain consensus
about their states in large-scale storage systems.
Master. Ursa adopts a global master in the same vein as
GFS [54] to simplify management. We minimize the master’s
involvement in normal I/O paths to prevent it from becoming
a bottleneck. The master provides coordination services,
including virtual disk creation/opening/deletion, metadata
query, status monitoring, failure recovery, etc.
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3.2 SSD-HDD-Hybrid Storage Structure
Ursa follows the primary-backup paradigm [83], with clients
normally sending read/write requests to the primary servers
(Fig. 3). We achieve SSD-level I/O performance at HDD-like
cost by collaboratively storing the primary replicas on SSDs
and the backup replicas on HDDs. For a read request, the
primary server directly reads the data from SSD. For a write
request, the primary server writes the data on SSD, replicates
it onto the backup servers (which return after writing to their
on-disk journals), and finally returns to the client.
In this hybrid structure, primary SSDs and backup HDDs
have a huge performance gap in handling the random small
writes that dominate the workloads of block storage. Therefore, Ursa uses a journal for each backup HDD, which transforms small backup writes to sequential appends and asynchronously replays the appends to the backup HDD.
Although journal appends are well-supported by both
SSDs and HDDs, Ursa prefers to store the journals on SSDs,
so that the journals can be continuously replayed without
affecting other simultaneous reads/writes on the same SSDs,
by leveraging SSDs’ highly efficient support for parallel I/O.
Ursa uses an in-memory index (§3.3) for each data chunk
to map from the chunk offsets in backup writes onto the
journal offsets.
SSD journals enable the short-term, client-perceived backup
performance to be as high as the sequential write performance. In addition, for long-term backup performance, it
is also more efficient to use journals as a bridge between
primary SSDs and backup HDDs than to directly perform
backup writes on backup HDDs, although both of them are
bounded by the random small write performance of backup
HDDs. This is because (i) a large proportion of writes is
overwrites in the workloads of block storage [40, 77], and
overwrites between two successive replays can be merged to
reduce the actual number of writes; and (ii) we could perform
combination and scheduling [75] in journal replay to reduce
the movement of magnetic heads of backup HDDs.
The journals are co-located with their corresponding backup
HDDs, because local journal replay is much simpler and more
efficient than inter-machine journal replay. Empirically, Ursa
bounds the maximum size of an SSD that can be used for
journals to 1/10 of the SSD’s capacity: we find that this is
enough for most burst of writes to the corresponding backup
HDDs.
On-demand journal expansion. To handle the uncommon scenario where an SSD exhausts its quota for storing
journals, Ursa supports dynamically expanding the journals
to the least-loaded SSDs co-located on the same machine.
The expansion could be simply done by mapping overflowed
backup writes to the new SSDs in the in-memory index (§3.3).
Further, in the rare case that all SSDs in a machine exhaust
their quotas, Ursa also supports expanding the journals
to HDDs in the same machine. Theoretically, the size of
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HDD journals could be as large as needed. But unlike logstructured file systems [85], journal replay is necessary no
matter how large the journals could be, not only for space
efficiency but also for fast recovery.
The design of HDD journals is similar to that of SSD
journals, except that HDD journals are replayed only when
HDDs are idle since, because of disk seeks, HDDs inherently
have no parallelism for random writes. Consequently, although large HDD journals solve the overflow problem of
SSD journals, they provide lower long-term average backup
performance than SSD journals. In practice, we observe that
HDD journals were seldom used for replication and never
used for recovery in Ursa’s over two-year deployment [14].
This is because striping distributes the backup writes of a
client to many machines (§3.4), and it is unlikely for many
clients to simultaneously perform writes very aggressively to
a specific machine for a long period of time. Further, clients
that are too aggressive are rate-limited by the master before
SSDs on one machine exhaust their journal quotas.
Journal bypassing. In addition to small writes, the migrated
desktop/server applications also have workloads of large
sequential writes, for which backup HDDs could provide
comparable I/O performance with primary SSDs [40]. Ursa
uses a threshold T j to decide whether to use journals for
backup writes, so as to improve the space efficiency of journals when handling large sequential writes. Only writes no
larger than T j are handled by journals, and writes exceeding
the threshold bypass journals and are directly replicated to
the backup HDDs. Obsolete overlapped journal appends of
previous small writes (which have not yet been replayed)
are invalidated by updating the index (§3.3). Larger thresholds will lead to heavier use of journals but higher overall
backup performance, and vice versa. As shown in Fig. 1, most
reads/writes are no larger than 64 KB, so we set the journal
bypassing threshold T j to be 64 KB.
Client-directed replication. The migrated applications also
have workloads of tiny writes. To further reduce the latency
of tiny writes without affecting the throughput, if a write
is no larger than a tiny write threshold Tc , Ursa has the
client simultaneously initiate the write both to the primary
server and to the backup servers, instead of relying on the
primary server to initiate the replication. Currently, most of
our machines have two 10GbE NICs, and we wish to limit the
maximum bandwidth a client consumes to half the available
bandwidth of a machine. Given our specification for peak
performance of 40K IOPS and a replication factor of three,
the maximum Tc is 20Gb/2/40K/3 ≈ 10.4KB; so we set the
tiny write threshold Tc to 8 KB.
3.3 Journal Index
The combination of journal appending and replica copying in
the SSD-HDD-hybrid structure complicates the processing
of data replication (for bypassing journals in large writes)
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and recovery (for locating the newest data). To address this
problem, Ursa designs a per-chunk in-memory index structure, which maps the chunk offset space to the journal offset
space in order to support (i) quick invalidation of stale journal
appends and (ii) fast recovery of chunk failures.
Journal index is usually implemented with log-structured
merge-tree (LSMT) [31, 84, 87] in previous studies. LSMT
is a general approach for maintaining mappings from keys
(chunk offsets) to values (journal offsets). However, the original LSMT-based index (as used in PebblesDB [87] and TRIAD
[31]) cannot efficiently support Ursa’s stringent performance
requirements on invalidation and recovery. There are two
reasons for this. First, the key space of the index is a continuous integer interval (from 0 to CHUNK_SIZE−1) and most
queries and updates are for a range of keys. Second, index
queries and updates are on the critical path for journal reads/writes, so Ursa’s I/O performance is largely determined
by the index efficiency.
In order to adapt LSMT to Ursa’s characteristics, we make
the following optimizations by which Ursa outperforms
state-of-the-art LSMT-based designs (like PebblesDB [87])
significantly both in range queries and in range insertions
(§6.2).
Composite keys. We combine continuous keys into a single
composite key {offset,length} if their mapped journal
offsets are also continuous. A composite key indicates a
range mapping from a half-closed, half-open offset interval
[offset, offset+length) in the chunk offset space to the
journal offset space, recorded by a KV ({offset,length}
→ j_offset). We define the LESS relationship between two
composite keys x and y as follows: x is LESS than y iff x’s
offset+length is not greater than y’s offset. There are no
intersecting composite keys, and thus LESS is a total order
relationship among the composite keys.
Index operations. The total order relationship allows fast
range queries and updates over the composite keys. Suppose
that there is a range query q (which could be viewed as a
composite key) over the chunk offset space, as shown in
Fig. 4. We can find the minimal composite key m that is
not LESS than q in O(log n) time, where n is the number of
keys in the per-chunk index. Then we start from m to check
whether a series of composite keys intersect with q, and get
the intersected regions a, b and c. For a read request, the
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mapped regions of the intersections, a ′, b ′ and c ′, are the
regions to be read from the journal; and for a write request,
the intersections are to be erased from the index prior to
inserting the new composite key q, so as to keep the total
order relationship among the composite keys.
Index storage. We pack the KVs ({offset, length} →
j_offset) into 8-byte structs by carefully setting the bit
lengths of the fields. Ursa adopts a two-level structure to
store the KVs. The first level is a red-black tree, which is
highly efficient in insertion but inefficient in storage, because
every tree node has an extra overhead of three pointers
and one bit flag. The second level is a sorted array, whose
insertion speed is slower than the red-black tree, but which
is more efficient in both storage and query.
When adding a new KV, Ursa first quickly inserts it into
the red-black tree, which will be asynchronously merged
into the array by a low-priority background worker thread.
Since KVs in the array might be obsolete because of previous
insertions to the red-black tree, queries are solved first in the
red-black tree and then in the array for missed ranges, as in
the sub range between a and b and the sub range between
b and c in Fig. 4 (assuming the KVs in Fig. 4 are stored in
the red-black tree). The first-level red-black tree acts as a
small-size write cache of the second-level array. For the array,
8 GB memory can keep one billion records, corresponding
to at least 16 TB of journal data assuming an average write
size of 16 KB, which is far more than enough for our needs.
Besides, a large write will immediately free a large number
of composite keys within the range of the write, further
reducing the memory footprint of the index.
3.4 Multi-Level Parallelism
Ursa extends Blizzard’s exploitation of disk parallelism [74]
to systematically exploit three levels of parallelism, namely,
(i) on-disk concurrent I/O, (ii) inter-disk concurrent chunk
reads/writes, and (iii) in-network pipelining.
Disk parallelism. Ursa differentiates between SSDs and
HDDs in exploiting disk-level parallelism. To fully exploit
SSD’s parallelism, an SSD runs multiple chunk server processes, each of which has one thread issuing parallel I/O
requests via libaio [10]. Internally, Ursa converts events
of libaio into coroutines [72] and hides libaio behind a
synchronous interface similar to read()/write(). In contrast, a backup HDD runs only one single-threaded process
without using libaio, because disk seeks inherently prevent
parallelism on HDDs.
Inter-disk parallelism. At the inter-disk level, Ursa exploits three kinds of parallelism, including striping [74], outof-order execution, and out-of-order completion. First, Ursa
splits a virtual disk into fixed-size chunks and organizes
two or more chunks into a striping group, so that large
reads and writes can be parallelized to multiple chunks. The
service manager is responsible for the data placement policy,
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Figure 5. Writing with independently maintained chunk
version numbers. LCW: local chunk write.

ensuring that all the chunks in a striping group do not reside
on the same disk or machine. Second, Ursa handles I/O
requests in parallel and allows out-of-order execution of
requests as long as they access different data chunks. Random
accesses tend to significantly benefit from such execution.
Third, Ursa supports sending responses back to the client
in an out-of-order manner. For instance, it is possible for a
chunk server to receive I/O requests in the order of r 1 , r 2 ,
and return responses in the reverse order.
Network parallelism. Network congestion and OS scheduling can cause end-to-end network delay [99]. Ursa processes
I/O requests in a pipeline for each connection, so that network delay is masked by the requests flying over the wire
and waiting in the pipeline and thus has little impact on the
overall IOPS and throughput.
Note that cloud virtual disks, like all other block devices
including HDDs and SSDs, process I/O requests in parallel [44, 91]. It is the responsibility of guest file systems and/or
applications to correctly recover from crashes while enjoying
block devices’ parallelism. For example, Linux Ext4 [38]
and XFS [94] file systems use journaling to handle the “outof-order” issue, and OptFS [43] introduces two primitives,
osync() and dsync(), to respectively ensure (i) ordering between writes but only eventual durability, and (ii) immediate
durability as well as ordering.

4

Consistency

This section introduces Ursa’s replication protocol for strong
consistency guarantees.
4.1 Overview
Ursa provides per-chunk linearizability [58] by totally ordering write requests across chunk servers (replicas). Specifically, per-chunk linearizability guarantees that if a write
request to a chunk is committed at time t 1 , then any following
read request to that chunk issued at time t 2 > t 1 will see the
committed (or newer) data.
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In general, Ursa replication protocol is akin to a Replicated
State Machine (RSM) such as Paxos [62] or Raft [81]. For each
data chunk, a version number is maintained across chunk
servers and is updated after a write request succeeds. Besides,
chunk servers and the master also maintain a persistent view
number [80], which is updated when a new chunk server is
allocated during failure recovery.
Upon opening a virtual disk, the client gets the view number and the locations of all chunks of that virtual disk from
the master, and then asks all replicas of each chunk for their
version numbers. Once the version number is confirmed, the
client chooses one of the replicas as the primary (preferably
the one on SSD), and sends read and write requests to the
primary, as shown in Fig. 5. Read requests in Ursa are served
normally by primary replicas; write requests are propagated
to and executed by all replicas. If a replica failure is detected
by the client, the client notifies the master to allocate a new
replica, update the chunk locations, and increase the view
number.
Although in general Ursa’s replication protocol follows
the design principles of classical methods [54, 74], it differs
from them mainly in two aspects. First, Ursa ensures that at
most one client can access a virtual disk at any time; Second,
Ursa adopts a hybrid fault model to treat replica and network
faults separately. We briefly discuss these two aspects and
their implications below.
Single-client scenario. Ursa leverages lease [55] and lock
[35] protocols to ensure that at most one client can hold the
lease of a virtual disk at any moment for reading/writing data
chunks in the virtual disk. This single client scenario simplifies how Ursa guarantees strong consistency. It also does
not impose undesirable constraints on virtual disk services,
because a virtual disk is commonly mounted by a single
VM instance [6, 37] where desktop/server applications use
traditional filesystem APIs for data access.
The client periodically renews the lease, usually every
tens of seconds. For safety, Ursa enforces reasonable timing
constraints to ensure that leases of a virtual disk are not
interleaved. The benefit is that the client is aware of the
most recent state (i.e., the highest version number) and can
choose which replicas will serve its requests. Especially, a
read request can be served by any replica (preferably by the
primary replica stored on SSD), as long as the replica’s data
has a matching version number. If the primary is temporarily unavailable, to preserve high availability the client can
choose another replica. When the failed replica recovers,
the client can switch back. In contrast, existing replication
protocols that provide service to multiple clients either rely
on a primary lease [36, 54], or communicate with a majority
of replicas to confirm the most recent state [33, 95].
When multiple VMs mount the same virtual disk (which is
uncommon in Ursa), we let a single client, which may reside
on any machine, serve all the VMs and use a cluster file
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system (like OCFS [16]) deployed on the VMs to coordinate
concurrent I/O requests.
Hybrid fault model. Unlike both synchronous replication
systems [54] (which replicate operations to f + 1 replicas
to tolerate f crash faults), and asynchronous replication
systems [95] (which replicate operations to 2f + 1 replicas to
tolerate f crash faults), Ursa considers replica and network
faults separately, in light of recent advances in fault models
such as VFT [86] and XFT [70]. In Ursa, the client tries to
replicate a write request to all replicas, but also waits for a
timeout and commits the request if a majority of replicas
replies (step 6 in Fig. 5). Meanwhile, the client also notifies
the master to fix the problem by, e.g., allocating a new replica
to replace the crashed one. We will introduce failure recovery
in §4.2.2.
Compared to synchronous replication systems that have
to wait for failure recovery before proceeding, Ursa keeps
the service available upon some replica crashes. Compared
to asynchronous replication systems where f + 1 permanent
faults may lead to data loss even if the other f replicas are
functioning correctly, Ursa still guarantees data durability
if at least one of the f replicas has executed the most recent
write request. More precisely, a data chunk is durable in
Ursa as long as either (i) fewer than a majority of replicas
fail (as in asynchronous replication systems); or (ii) the total
number of replica faults and problematic connections between the primary (the client for client-directed replication
case) and backups (chunk servers) is smaller than the number
of replicas. Note that a crashed client does not affect data
durability. The client has either committed the request before
crashing, which indicates the request is already executed by
sufficient replicas; or the client has not yet committed the
request. In the second case, the (rebooted) new client will fix
the inconsistency problem during initialization.
4.2 Ursa Replication Protocol
In this section we detail Ursa’s replication protocol, which
contains a normal case sub-protocol where no failure occurs,
and failure recovery sub-protocol that allocates a new replica
to replace the crashed one.
4.2.1

Normal Case

Initialization. Upon opening a virtual disk, the client gets
all the locations and view numbers of the chunks from
the master, and then asynchronously asks all replicas of
each chunk for their version numbers and view numbers.
If all replicas of a chunk have the same view number view
matching the one in the master and all replicas have the same
version number version, then one of them will be chosen as
the primary (preferably the one on an SSD); otherwise, the
client first informs the cluster director to fix the inconsistency
problem (see §4.2.2) and then retries later. Note that the
primary in Ursa plays a temporary role for propagating write
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requests to other replicas and replying read/write requests
to the client. The client can choose another replica (in the
same view) as the primary without further re-configuration
due to the single-client scenario discussed in §4.1.
Read and write. Once the version number version and
the primary are confirmed, the client sends read and write
requests to the primary. Read requests in Ursa are served
preferably by primary replicas. For a write request, the client
attaches the view number and version number it knows of
along with the request. As shown in Fig. 5, upon receiving
a write request, the primary (i) checks locally if its view
number and version number match the request’s numbers;
if so (ii) performs the write locally, replicates the write to
the backup replicas, increases its version number, and finally
(iii) replies to the client. When receiving replication requests,
backup replicas perform similar operations and reply to the
primary.
However, if the client’s view number does not match
with the request’s number, the primary declines the request
and replies to the client. It is the client’s responsibility to
obtain the current view number from the master. If the
client’s version number is larger than the one maintained
by the primary, the primary tries to update its state by
incremental repair — transferring modified data pieces from
other replicas. Finally, if the client’s version number is one
short of the primary’s version number, the primary skips
the local write as it has already done it, but still forwards
the write request to the backups and replies to the client
accordingly. The client’s version number will not lag behind
by more than one due to the single-client scenario discussed
in §4.1.
Ursa leverages its hybrid fault model to improve availability when some replica crashes or is temporarily unavailable;
at the same time, it strives to sustain data durability. Specifically, write requests are considered committed when all
replicas succeed in the normal case. However, if the primary
cannot collect responses for write requests from all backups
in a timely manner, it compromises durability (usually for a
short period of time) and waits for responses from at least
half of the backups (which form a majority together with
the primary itself), and also waits for a timeout. At the same
time, the client notifies the master to fix the inconsistency
problem, or finally to allocate a new replica by following the
recovery procedure for chunk failures.
Switching of primary replica. If a client sends read/write
requests to a failed primary replica, it will resort to one of the
backup replicas that holds the newest data as a temporary
primary, so as to achieve high availability. Writes are logged
to the journal for the temporary primary, and its performance
will not be affected when using SSD journals (but the client
will limit its rate). Reads are performed after querying the
journal index (§3.2), and might experience a brief degradation
if the requested data is on HDDs. The cluster director will
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in parallel create a new replica on another SSD. Finally, the
client will take the new replica on SSD as primary.
Incremental repair. To support incremental repair, each
replica (either on SSD or on HDD) maintains another journal
in memory called journal lite, which caches position, offset, and version number of recent write requests. When a
primary/backup recovers from an event of temporary unavailability such as network partition, the recovered replica
tries to update its data by sending its current version number
to other replicas. Upon receipt, these replicas (i) query their
journal lite with the received version number to locate the
modified data; (ii) construct a repair message based on indices
provided journal lite; and (iii) transfer the message with the
new version number to the recovered replica. If the required
data indices cannot be obtained by querying journal lite
(e.g., because of garbage collection), the whole data chunk is
instead transferred.
Client-directed replication. As discussed in §3.2, the processing of writes no larger than 8KB is slightly different:
clients directly propagate writes to all replicas instead of
only to the primary (but the version numbers are maintained
in a similar way). This optimization reduces the latency of
small writes at the expense of slightly higher overhead on
the client side.
4.2.2 Failure Recovery (View Change)
When inconsistency problems happen, the master asks replicas with the highest version number to carry out incremental
repair. If, instead a chunk failure occurs, the master eventually allocates a new replica to replace the failed one. The
view number i of the chunk will be increased to i + 1, and the
client will be aware of the new view on the next read/write.
More specifically, the master tries to collect version numbers from a majority of replicas, then selects the highest
version number version H among them as the most recent
state. This is in order to ensure that if a write request is
executed at version ≤ version H by a majority of replicas
in view i, then this write request must be executed in view
i + 1 as well. Then, the master asks the replica with version
number version H to transfer its data to the new allocated
replica. If necessary, incremental repair is also executed in
order to update existing replicas.
Finally, all replicas update their view number to i + 1 as
long as they maintain the same version number version H
and store the same data. If the master and a replica fail
simultaneously, the master is recovered first, and then the
chunk is recovered as described above.
The key idea behind failure recovery is that the master
tries to select the highest version number from a quorum, i.e.,
a majority of replicas, as in asynchronous replication systems.
The downside of this approach, however, is that if a majority
of replica crash data can be permanently lost. In contrast,
synchronous replication protocols can make progress with
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only one survivor. To make full use of the “write-to-all”
property of the normal case sub-protocol, Ursa should be
able to proceed even if only a minority survive (at least one),
without compromising consistency or durability. To this end,
the key idea is to detect permanently crashed replicas. If
crashed replicas constitute a majority, the master confirms
the most recent state with the help of other available replicas (though a minority). One approach to identifying failed
replicas is for the master to notify the system administrator,
who will manually locate them. A second option is to set
a very conservative timeout value, after which the master
declares unreachable replicas as having crashed. However,
since the second option may still undermine consistency and
durability in asynchronous settings, Ursa currently adopts
the first approach. More automatic and accurate crash failure
detection mechanisms (like FALCON [64], which inspects
the OS process table or VMM) will be the subject of future
work.

5

Discussion

5.1 Richly-Featured Clients
Different from storage clients of other systems including keyvalue [101], object [32], and blob [76] stores, Ursa places
rich features (like tiny write replication, striping, snapshot,
and client-side caching) in its clients rather than in its chunk
servers, so as to improve I/O performance by conducting
client-directed operations. The extra maintenance cost for
Ursa clients is moderate and acceptable, mainly because
the Ursa block store and the QEMU virtual machine monitor are tightly coupled, making their cooperation relatively
easy. The rich features of Ursa clients are designed as pluggable modules, following the decorator pattern [90], where
all the modules implement a common abstract interface of
read()/write(). The clients may evolve over time without
affecting system availability by adopting an online upgrade
mechanism (§5.2).
5.2 Online Component Upgrade
The various components of Ursa evolve over time, and
it is important to keep high availability during upgrades.
Ursa prefers online component upgrade to conventional VM
migration, because migration takes at least a few seconds for
an unloaded VMs and even longer for loaded VMs, which
may, e.g., crash the VMs connected to the upgrading clients
or degrade the performance of services running on the VMs.
Client. Since the VMM (e.g., QEMU in Fig. 3) will not reestablish the connection when the socket to the client is
disconnected, it is challenging to upgrade client components
without affecting the guest OS. An intuitive solution is to
place as much as possible code into a shared library that can
be upgraded using dynamic reloading. However, this solution
has many limitations. For instance, neither the main program
nor the interface of the shared library can be upgraded, and
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a large proportion of existing static libraries may not fit into
the shared library model. To address this problem, we realize
upgrading at the granularity of processes instead of libraries.
We split the client into two processes (core and shell), both of
which share the connection to the VMM. When upgrading,
the core process (i) stops receiving new I/O requests from the
VMM and completes pending requests; (ii) saves its status
into a temporary file; and (iii) exits with a specific code. The
shell process receives the exit code and starts the new version
of the core, which reads its status from the temporary file
and resumes the service.
Master. Upgrading the master component is relatively simple, since it is not on the regular I/O paths. We gracefully
shut down the old master processes and immediately start
the new ones. During the upgrade, operations like virtual
disk creation and space allocation may fail; if so, then can
be retried after the upgrade completes.
Chunk server. Upgrading the server component is slightly
more complex, since server restarts may confuse the failure
handling routines if real server failures occur simultaneously with the upgrade. Therefore, we design a graceful hotupgrade mechanism. We send a specific signal to the chunk
server, which (i) closes service ports and stops receiving new
I/O requests; (ii) waits for all in-flight requests to complete;
(iii) starts the new version of chunk server in a new process;
and (iv) checks whether the new chunk server process works
correctly. If the hot upgrade succeeds, the old chunk server
closes all connections and exits, and the clients re-connect
to the new server. If the hot upgrade fails (e.g., because of
wrong configurations, missing libraries, etc.), the old chunk
server kills the new process, re-opens the service port, and
continues its service.
Incremental upgrade. An Ursa cluster is composed of a
large number of service processes. We deliberately upgrade
one process at a time, and confirm that the current upgrade
behaves as expected before performing the next one. It may
take days to upgrade an entire cluster. Therefore, we have
developed all components with backward compatibility to
allow new instances to run together with old ones. Ursa
has upgraded four major versions of the replication protocol
during its over two-year deployment. In each upgrade, we
extended the protocol by adding new operations and keeping
all old operations unchanged, so as to guarantee backward
compatibility.
5.3 Exploiting Disk Parallelism
Ursa empirically runs two processes for a SATA SSD and
four processes for a PCIe SSD in our production clusters.
In contrast, a backup HDD runs only one single-threaded
process both for journal replay (of small writes) and for
replication (of large writes). Our evaluation (omitted because of lack of space) shows that a single-threaded process
adopting the elevator algorithm [8] is enough to saturate an
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%
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RAM
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3.0

CPU
2.6

Other
15.1

Table 1. Failure ratios in Ursa deployment.

HDD even without using libaio. Multiple backup server
processes or threads for one HDD interfere with each other,
confuse the elevator algorithm, and thus degrade the backup
performance.
5.4 Hardware Reliability
According to our statistics (Table 1), HDDs contribute nearly
70% of the total failures, an order of magnitude higher than
SSDs. Wear leveling [9] ensures the frequently-written journals not to affect the lifetime of SSDs.
Although SSDs have lower average failure rate than HDDs,
a potential risk is that SSD firmware bugs [25] may simultaneously fail many SSDs from the same batches and vendors,
because the same bug trigger conditions could happen on
multiple SSDs that have similar usage in a block storage
cluster. For example, Tencent QCloud [20] recently lost valuable metadata of one of its tenants due to some firmware
bug of SSDs, and it has been required to pay $1.6 million in
compensation [21].
To avoid correlated failures [53], we increase diversity
by purchasing SSDs of different batches/vendors, and store
primary chunks and backup journals on SSDs of different
batches/vendors. Unlike SSD-only storage, Ursa hybrid storage can rely on the backup HDDs to avoid data loss even if
a firmware bug affects many SSDs.
5.5 Limitations
The hybrid structure is optimized to efficiently handle the
workload pattern of Ursa’s virtual disk service. While it
satisfies our needs well, there are a few limitations.
First, during the failure recovery of a primary replica, the
client might get exposed to the SSD-HDD performance gap
since the replicas are heterogeneous. This requires us to
recover quickly to reduce the time window for such degradation.
Second, Ursa’s SSD journals do not support continuous
peak loads of random small writes for a long period of time (a
rare event for our virtual disk service), since the total journal
size on all SSDs of a storage machine is bounded. We work
around this limitation using secondary HDD journals and
rate-limited clients.
Third, in hybrid storage all replicas on SSDs are primaries
while in traditional SSD-only storage some replicas on SSDs
are backups, so the recovery of SSD failures is more urgent
for Ursa than for SSD-only storage.
Fourth, Ursa requires its total SSD capacity to be at least
as large as its data volume, while traditional cache-based
block storage is adaptive to any SSD capacity.
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6

Evaluation

This section presents evaluation results from micro benchmarks, trace-driven experiments, and real-world use of Ursa.
We build two testbeds. The first small testbed has four machines for most micro-benchmarks and trace-driven experiments, and the second large testbed has 45 machines (from
a production cluster) for scalability tests. Each machine has
dual 8-core Xeon E5-2650 2.30GHz CPU, 128GB RAM, eight
7200RPM 1TB HDDs, and two Intel 750 PCIe 400GB SSDs,
connected to a 10GbE network. The OS is CentOS 7.2. We
test three replication modes, namely, SSD-HDD-hybrid, SSDonly, and HDD-only. The master and lock module (§4.1) are
co-located on one machine.
We compare Ursa with Ceph [98] and Sheepdog [17].
Measurements are conducted on VMs mounting the virtual
disks. If not specified, each result is the mean of 20 runs. In
most experiments the variances to the mean are relatively
small, so (if not specified) we omit the error bars for clarity.
We seek to answer the following questions: Is the performance of Ursa’s hybrid mode in IOPS, latency, and throughput comparable to the expensive SSD-only mode of Ursa,
Ceph and Sheepdog (§6.1)? What is the impact of Ursa’s various designs, including journal index, journal expansion, and
failure recovery (§6.2)? How scalable is Ursa (§6.3)? What
is the performance of Ursa in the trace-driven experiments
compared to Ceph and Sheepdog (§6.4)? And how does Ursa
perform in real-world use compared to Amazon AWS and
Tencent QCloud (§ 6.5)?
6.1 I/O Performance
We use three machines to run chunk servers and one to run
the client. We evaluate the performance of Ursa’s hybrid
storage in random IOPS, random I/O latency, and throughput,
and compare it to the expensive SSD-only mode of Ursa,
Ceph and Sheepdog. The I/O size is 4KB in the IOPS and latency tests, which is within Ursa’s client-directed replication
threshold (§3.2), so in Ursa the backup writes are directly
performed by the client. In comparison, Ceph is designed to
rely on the primary to perform backup writes while Sheepdog always has the client issue all primary/backup writes
in parallel. The I/O size is 1MB in the test of throughput.
The queue depth (qd) is 16 (the maximum depth supported
by QEMU’s NBD driver) for IOPS tests, and 1 for latency
and throughput tests. For Ursa’s SSD-HDD-hybrid, the SSD
journal has a maximum size of 1/10 the SSD capacity. SSDonly Ursa does not use journals. OS page cache is disabled.
The result is shown in Fig. 6, where Ursa-Hybrid (SSDHDD-hybrid) has I/O performance similar to Ursa-SSD (SSDonly) and outperforms Sheepdog (SSD-only) and Ceph (SSDonly) in all tests except for write throughput. The block size
(BS) in the IOPS and latency tests is set to 4KB. This is smaller
than the 8KB threshold for client-direct replication (§3.2),
and thus the backup writes are directly handled by the client
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(instead of the primary server). The I/O read latencies of all
systems are similar because read requests are handled by
primary SSDs. Ursa-Hybrid and Ursa-SSD perform better
in read IOPS than Sheepdog and Ceph, partially because they
exploit multi-level parallelism (§3.4). The write performance
of Ursa-Hybrid is similar to that of Ursa-SSD in IOPS and
latency: the journals of Ursa-Hybrid transform random
backup HDD writes into sequential SSD writes whose performance is comparable to that of random backup SSD writes
in Ursa-SSD, even when the journals are simultaneously
replayed.
In Fig. 6, Ursa-Hybrid has the worst write throughput.
This is because we deliberately set the block size to be 1MB,
which is larger than the 64KB threshold for journal bypassing
(§3.2). This setting, in which all backup writes go directly to
HDDs (instead of using journals), demonstrates the worstcase throughput of Ursa.
Besides I/O performance, we also measure the CPU efficiency (defined as the I/O performance divided by the CPU
utilization) while focusing on the critical path between the
client and servers. We set the size of all tested data to be
small enough (4MB) that it could fit within a single data
chunk for all tested systems, and all reads and writes could
actually access the cache of the chunk. Fig. 7 shows the
read/write IOPS efficiency for the client and server in Ursa,
Sheepdog and Ceph. Ursa outperforms Sheepdog and Ceph
by orders of magnitude in the efficiency tests, owing not
only to Ursa’s exploitation of multi-level parallelism (§3.4)
but also to its highly optimized implementation. Ceph lacks
client-side results because data cannot be easily extracted
from its in-QEMU client.
We also evaluate the sequential IOPS of these systems
with different queue depths. For sequential reads (Fig. 8) and
writes (Fig. 9), Ursa outperforms others mainly because it
exploits network parallelism and pipelining. In all tested systems, the sequential write IOPS is lower than the sequential
read IOPS, because writes frequently cause lock contentions
which complicate parallelism exploitation.
6.2 Impact of Various Design Components
This section evaluates Ursa’s various design components
including journal index, journal expansion, and failure recovery.
Ursa has extremely high requirements on the performance of range queries over its journal index (§3.3), which
cannot be satisfied by existing LSMT-based techniques. We
evaluate the performance of Ursa’s range-query-optimized
index, and compare it with state-of-the-art PebblesDB [87],
which supports range query by locating the first key (using
seek()) and traversing all keys in the range (using next()).
We insert 700,000 random ranges respectively to Ursa and
PebblesDB, each with an integer start randomly chosen from
[0, 220 ) and a random length ranging from [1, 26 ]. For Ursa,
we have 100,000 ranges stored in the red-black-tree and
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Figure 11. Journal expansion.

600,000 in the array. We perform 100,000 random range
queries respectively to Ursa’s index and PebblesDB.
The result is shown in Fig. 10: Ursa outperforms PebblesDB by two orders of magnitude in both range insertions
and range queries. This is mainly because Ursa’s in-memory
journal index is designed specifically for range mappings
({offset, length} → j_offset), while PebblesDB’s FLSM
(Fragmented Log-Structured Merge Trees) structure is only
for normal key-value mappings (offset → j_offset).
In the micro-benchmark tests (§6.1), the secondary HDD
journals have not been used since no backup workloads
are long enough to make all SSDs exhaust their quotas. To
verify the design of journal expansion (§3.2) for rarely-long
workloads of random small writes, we emulate an overflow
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Figure 12. Failure recovery.

of an SSD journal and evaluate the IOPS before and after the
overflow.
The result is shown in Fig. 11, where each data point represents the mean IOPS of 10 successive seconds. Clearly, the
backup load is successfully redirected from the SSD journal to
the HDD journal, demonstrating the effectiveness of Ursa’s
journal expansion mechanism. Performance degradation is
not significantly high, because HDDs perform much better
in sequential journal appends than in random small writes.
As discussed in §3.2, HDD journals are seldom used for
replication in Ursa’s practical deployment, mainly because
Ursa’s SSD journals already hold most of the random small
write workloads.
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To evaluate the recovery of Ursa hybrid storage where
the backup data might be located both on backup HDDs and
in SSD journals, we fill a chunk server’s SSD on a target
machine, and then disable it to evaluate the recovery procedure. Since in the small testbed we have only three chunk
server machines (each having two SSDs and eight HDDs),
for simplicity Ursa recovers data to the other SSD co-located
with the failed SSD on the target machine. Leveraging the
LSMT-based index (§3.3), the data is recovered from both
backup HDDs and SSD journals in the other two machines.
We measure the failure recovery procedure, and the result
is shown in Fig. 12. The recovery speed keeps about 500
MB/sec during the recovery. The speed is bounded by the
inbound network bandwidth (10Gbps). The journal on the
failed SSD is asynchronously recovered.
6.3 Scalability
We measure the aggregate I/O performance of Ursa, as
the number of storage machines increases from 11 to 44.
Chunk servers and clients run on all machines to saturate the
system. Fig. 13a and 13b show that both IOPS and throughput
increase linearly with the number of machines. Ursa’s I/O
latency changes little (not shown because of lack of space)
as the number of machines increases from 11 to 44.
We evaluate the effect of striping (§3.4) on throughput
in the 44-machine cluster, running a client on a dedicated
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Figure 16. Latency PDF & CDF.

machine equipped with two 10GbE NICs. The queue depth
is set to 16 instead of 1 for exploiting more parallelism.
Fig. 13c shows that both read and write throughput increase
as the stripe group size increases. The throughput of reads is
relatively stable (900MB/sec ∼ 1.4GB/sec). The throughput of
writes is lower than that of reads, because multiple replicas
need to be written and journals are bypassed in backup
operations (block size = 1MB).
6.4 Trace Driven Evaluation
We evaluate the IOPS of Ursa-Hybrid using MSR traces [1]
that record block-level reads and writes of traditional desktop
and server applications gathered below the filesystem cache,
and compare it with Ceph, Sheepdog and Ursa-SSD (all in
SSD-only mode). We write a custom benchmark tool that
ignores the timestamps in the traces and issues I/O requests
with qd16. We run the 36 MSR traces, which have various
combinations of read/write ratios. Fig. 14 shows three representative traces (prxy_0, proj_0, and mds_1) demonstrating
different I/O patterns. In all experiments Ursa-SSD is the
best performer, and Ursa-Hybrid is comparable to or better
than Ceph and Sheepdog (in their SSD-only mode).
6.5 Production Evaluation
Ursa has been deployed for over two years [14]. We compare
Ursa block storage service with other public SSD-only block
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storage services including Amazon AWS [3] and Tencent
QCloud [20]. We do not measure IOPS or throughput, because in commercial clouds both metrics are limited by the
SLA. For each block storage service, we use a VM (with 2vCPU, 4GB-RAM) to continuously measure the I/O latency
every 2 seconds for two days.
Fig. 15 depicts the mean, 1st percentile, and 99th percentile
I/O latency of each block storage service, showing Ursa’s
SSD-HDD-hybrid storage has I/O latency comparable with
that of other commercial SSD-only storage services. Note
that it is not practical to conduct a completely fair comparison between Ursa and AWS/QCloud, because the block storage services may adopt different architecture/hardware and
all tests are affected by background workloads due to, e.g.,
overselling. Fig. 16 shows the probability density function
(PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Ursa’s
I/O latency, including both read and write operations.

7

Related Work

In this section, we briefly discuss related work on block storage, EC storage, hybrid storage, file systems, object storage,
and consistency issues.
Block storage. Distributed block storage [59, 63, 73, 97]
provides a block interface to remote clients using protocols
like iSCSI [26] and AoE [39]. For example, Petal [63] uses redundant network storage to provide virtual disks. Salus [96]
leverages HDFS [11] and HBase [56] to provide virtual disk
service with ordered-commit semantics using a two-phase
commit protocol. pNFS (parallel NFS) [59] exports a block/object/file interface to local cloud storage. Blizzard [74] is
built on FDS [79] and exposes disk parallelism to virtual
disks with crash consistency guarantees. Strata [46] designs
a block store using only SSDs. Ursa shares a few similar
design points with these systems (e.g., striping [74] and
replication [29]). Compared to them, Ursa implements a
production block store with the SSD-HDD-hybrid structure
and exploits multi-level parallelism.
EC storage. Erasure coding (EC) is more efficient than replication [88]. The key challenge for EC is to improve write
performance. For example, Sheepdog [17] does not directly
support partial write, instead it emulates partial write by
reading unmodified data, re-encoding them together, and
writing them as a full write. Parity logging approaches [40,
60, 93] log deltas of parity chunks, which cannot efficiently
support partial writes since every write requires a read at the
data chunk. PariX [67] performs speculative partial writes
to alleviate the inability of EC [40] to support random small
writes. Compared to replication, EC optimizes for capacity at
the expense of I/O performance. Since (HDD) capacity is the
least valuable resource in a hybrid architecture, we prefer
Ursa to PariX for providing our block storage service.
Hybrid storage. Previous SSD-HDD hybrid designs mainly
focus on using SSD as a cache layer. For example, Nitro [66]
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designs a capacity-optimized SSD cache for primary storage.
Solid State Hybrid Drives (SSHD [51]) integrate an SSD inside
a traditional HDD and realize SSD cache in a way similar to
Nitro. Griffin [92] designs a hybrid storage device that uses
HDDs as a write cache for SSDs to extend SSD lifetimes.
Compared to these studies, Ursa uses SSDs directly for
primary storage instead of as a cache, so as to boost I/O
performance.
File systems. Distributed file systems spread the data of
a file across many storage servers [45, 65]. For instance,
GFS [54] is a large-scale fault-tolerant file system for dataintensive cloud applications. Zebra [57] uses striping on
RAID [42] and logs [89] for high disk parallelism. BPFS [45]
focuses on persistent memory hardware and uses epoch
barrier to provide an in-memory file system with ordering
guarantees. OptFS [43] improves the journaling file system [85] by decoupling durability from ordering. Compared
to them, Ursa targets different scenarios and workloads and
consequently makes different design decisions. For instance,
GFS has random/sequential reads and append writes from
cloud applications, while Ursa has (dominant) random and
(non-dominant) sequential I/O workloads, but no appends
from its mounted VMs running desktop/server applications.
Object storage. Object storage stores data as objects with
a unique ID in a flat address space [4, 32, 76]. For example,
Haystack [32] stores billions of photos, and Ceph [98] supports not only objects but also traditional files. Object storage
usually provides append-only and replacement operations. In
contrast, Ursa targets VMs running unmodified applications
that often randomly modify some parts of a virtual disk.
Consistency. Some storage systems like HBase [12] and
BigTable [41] focus on strong consistency [5, 12, 41], but at
the expense of reduced availability or durability [96]. To address this problem, some systems relax the consistency guarantees for better availability and durability [34, 50, 61], while
others focus on providing end-to-end protection against
faulty nodes [52, 68, 71]. Ursa exploits the usage scenario of
block storage (where one virtual disk is commonly mounted
by one single VM) to provide strong consistency guarantees
without sacrificing performance in most cases.

8

Conclusion

This paper describes Ursa, a block storage system which
designs the SSD-HDD-hybrid structure by proposing an
efficient journal mechanism to bridge the performance gap
between SSDs and HDDs. Evaluation shows that Ursa outperforms state-of-the-art open-source and commercial block
storage systems. Our future work includes (i) utilization of
RDMA/DPDK/SPDK for achieving extremely low latency
and (ii) improvement of the IOPS performance for (nondominant) sequential writes. The key components of Ursa
are available at [2].
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Appendix A Proofs of Linearizability
We sketch the proof that Ursa guarantees per-chunk linearizability. The proof includes two parts: (1) in normal
case where no failure recovery (view-change) occurs, Ursa
replication protocol ensures linearizability; (2) during view
change from i to i + 1, Ursa replication protocol ensures that
every write request committed at version number n in view
i is committed at version number n in view i + 1.
Note that we assume the clocks between the Master and
clients are loosely synchronized so as to ensure the singleclient property for each virtual disk (and chunk), i.e., timing
assumption holds. Interested readers may refer to, e.g., [36,
54] for the detail of how primary lease works. The singleclient property or client lease is ensured in a similar way.
We say a write request is committed if the client who
issued the request has confirmed its execution, i.e., the client
has executed step 6 in Fig 5.
A.1 Normal Case
In normal case where no failure occurs, we prove that perchunk linearizability is guaranteed. Specifically,
Lemma .1. In normal case, if a write request reqw is committed and a read request reqr is issued thereafter, then reqr will
see the data modified by reqw .
At first we argue that in normal case, the request executed
at each version number is unique:
Corollary .2. In normal case, if replica Ri has executed reqw
at version number n, replica Ri′ has executed reqw′ at version
number n, then reqw = reqw′ .
Upon opening a virtual disk, the client confirms all metadata by the help of the master and chunk servers before
proceeding. Hence, the client and all chunk servers start
with a consistent state, i.e., with matching view number
and version number. If the old client is detached and a new
client is connected, the new client will be following the same
procedure.
Suppose Ri has executed reqw at n in view i, then a client
c should have issued reqw in view i, and c will not issue
another request at n. So if reqw′ is also issued by c, then
reqw = reqw′ . Without loss of generality, suppose a new
client c ′ is connected after c is detached. At initial time,
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either c ′ should have obtained a matching version number
n ′ and n ′ ≥ n, or the replicas are inconsistent in version
number and the master will fix the problem by incremental
repair. In either case, c ′ will start with a version number
n ′ ≥ n since Ri has executed reqw at n. So if Ri′ has executed
reqw′ at version number n, reqw = reqw′ .
Corollary .2 is true.
Upon a write request reqw is committed at version number
n, reqw must be executed by a majority of replicas, and these
replicas and the client has updated their version number to
n +1. Based on Corollary .2, no other request can be executed
by any replica at n.
Upon client c issues a read request reqr after reqw is
committed, c must be aware of the highest version number
n ′ ≥ n. Either c is the one who committed reqw , or c is a
new client and started with a matching version number ≥ n.
In either case, the client can accept a reply of reqr only if
the version number it maintains n ′ is matching with the
one replied, no matter which replica served the read request.
Then based on Corollary .2, reqr will see the data modified
by reqw .
A.2 Failure Recovery
In failure recovery where a new replica is allocated, we focus
on the proof that a data modified by a committed write
request is durable.
Lemma .3. If reqw is committed at version number n in view
i, after failure recovery (view change) to view i + 1, reqw is
executed at n by every replica in view i + 1.
Since reqw is committed in view i, reqw is executed by a
majority of replicas, say by set mi . During view change to i+1,
the master tries to collect version numbers from a majority
of replicas in view i, say from set mi′ . (1) If it succeeds, then
there exists a chunk server si ∈ mi ∩ mi′ that has executed
reqw at version number n, so si provides version number
n ′ ≥ n and transfers its data to new replica. (2) Otherwise,
we assume failure recovery can still proceed with a majority
of replicas in view i failed, as discussed in Sec. 4.2.2. Then,
the master collects version numbers from the rest normal
replicas, say mri . Since the total number of replica faults and
problematic connections between the primary (the client for
client-directed replication case) and backups (chunk servers)
is less than the number of all replicas, there exists replica
sr ∈ mi that does not crash or be partitioned during the
propagation of reqw in view i. Hence, sr has executed reqw
in view i. sr also must be in mri as it is normal during failure
recovery. Hence, sr provides version number n ′ ≥ n and
transfers its data to the new replica. In either case, Lemma .3
is true.
With Lemma .1 and Lemma .3, if reqw is committed before
reqr is issued, then reqr will see the data modified by reqw .
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